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Abstract. The diversity of smartphones and tablet computers has become an integral part of modern life. An essential requirement for web application development is following web usability guidelines, while designing web user interface (UI). Even a minor change in UI could lead to usability problems. Empirical evaluation methods like interviews and questionnaires with user-tests and card sorting are effective in finding such problems. Nevertheless, there are multiple obstacles preventing the application of these methods especially for evaluating minor UI changes, for instance, due to the time and human-resources they require, and the amount of data to be processed. The purpose of this current publication is to present Guideliner – a tool for implementation-time automatic evaluation of web UI conformance to predefined usability guidelines. The main contribution of the presented solution is enabling immediate cost-efficient and automated web UI evaluation that conforms to available and set standards.
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1 Introduction

The diversity of computing platforms – computers, laptops, smartphones, tablet computers and smartwatches – has become an intrinsic part of modern life and culture. Therefore, web user interface (UI) compatibility with different platforms, e.g. mobile devices, is an essential requirement for each web application. Furthermore, UIs should also be compatible with the diversity of software platforms (including Android, iOS, Windows, Linux, etc.) and different browsers (Safari, Chrome, Firefox, etc.) regardless of their version. Device and platform compatibility covers only a minor part of requirements set for UIs. In fact, UIs of web applications should be consistent between pages, attractive, user-friendly, easy to use and navigate. All such characteristics are included in the definition of usability. Usability is the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use [1]. Usability covers many
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areas such as accessibility: referring to UI requirements for people experiencing disabilities, and learnability: assuring that web application functionality is complete and correctly displayed.

Demand for usable web applications has led to a variety of approaches and methods which help to achieve a high level of usability. Many studies [2, 3, 4, 5] provide usability guidelines, best design practices, recommendations and patterns to follow when designing web UI. Usability guidelines and usability criteria advise on how certain UI element should be designed [6]. In the context of our research, we are focusing on those usability guidelines that could be evaluated automatically – without the involvement of potential users with the UI evaluation process.

A crucial responsibility of UI designers and quality assurance specialists is to verify that the designed solution satisfies all business requirements and predefined usability guidelines; and that its overall information architecture is clear for potential users. There are two major groups of methods for evaluating usability [7]: empirical and inspection methods. Usability Inspection methods require the expertise of usability inspectors to detect usability problems in user interface design. They include such methods as: Heuristic Evaluation, Formal Usability Inspection, Pluralistic and Cognitive Walkthrough. For their part, Empirical Testing methods require the participation of real users and include: Card Sorting, Eye Tracking and Questionnaires conducted with usability test participants. Empirical Testing is efficient in discovering key issues in information architecture and identifying the flaws and misplacements of elements in web application design. Despite the fact that Empirical Testing methods are commonly more efficient than inspection methods, there are many obstacles preventing the wide application of these methods:

- Organizing and conducting user tests is relatively expensive because it requires a high demand for human and time resources [8], [9];
- Small software companies do not have the funds to pay for complete consultancy or for involving usability specialists, as they are expensive to hire [10];
- Difficulty of getting potential users to participate in usability evaluations [9], [11];
- It is not always possible to increase the coverage of evaluated features as evaluating every single aspect of UI [8] may itself also not be possible.

Herein we focus only on automated usability evaluation. Usability inspection methods are more flexible towards automation, and multiple methods for the latter already exist. In fact, tools on automated inspection are applicable for the majority of WUIs (Web User Interface) without any extra configuration, whereas tools for empirical evaluation require additional application specific configuration as they evaluate interaction-based problems that, in most cases, are application specific.

There are multiple sources of guidelines for inspection methods such as Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) [2] and Section 508 [3] standards, multiple design recommendations and best practices to create a good web experience [4], [5]. The evaluation of UI conformance to guidelines using inspection methods can be done without involving potential users of web applications. Moreover, improving the manual usability inspection via automation, is feasible. There are multiple tools for UI automatic evaluation, e.g. Ocawa †, Magenta ‡, and Evaluera †. Yet, these tools are limited to finding deviations in the HTML source code only; and evaluating visual aspects of web application UIs, such as the contrast rate of UI elements, the position of elements on the screen, and many others, is not possible by these tools. Their integration into the WUI development process is extremely complicated and very often not possible at all because solutions are distributed as standalone applications without the possibility of being extended and integrated into the process of continuous delivery.
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Another critical requirement to the tools for automatic evaluation of web application usability is extendibility of predefined usability guidelines with custom application specific usability guidelines. This is a vital requirement as existing usability guidelines could change or new guidelines appear (e.g. with the emergence of new devices, e.g. tablet computers, or with the evolution of new technologies such as HTML 5). It is highly unlikely that any tool contains usability guidelines suitable for each web application. For instance, e-commerce usability guidelines presented in e-commerce UX report [12] require to embrace large product images showing more details and multiple views of the product. The guidelines for e-commerce however may not be suitable to governmental portals and e-health web applications, e.g. for retrieving patient’s prescription information. In general, usability guidelines need to be kept up-to-date, otherwise there is a high risk that a tool soon becomes obsolete.

Different methods exist for describing usability guidelines, including custom usability guidelines. These methods are embedding usability guidelines into the code of evaluation tool, using a definition table based approach [13], and XML-based approaches [14], which are capable of defining various usability guidelines by describing the structure of HTML code. They are capable of incorporating most of the WCAG accessibility guidelines suitable for automatic evaluation covering the proper structure of tags, attributes and the relations between them. Nevertheless, defining guidelines to evaluate visual aspects of a WUI such as the presence of scrolling, the layout of elements, the positions of elements on the screen, the distance between elements and many other assessments is not possible with the latter approaches [15]. The main disadvantage of XML Schema is that it defines the structure of a document providing the prescriptions how the document is styled. Thereby, it introduces an additional layer of complexity when it is used to describe the domain of knowledge. A drawback of XML-based languages is that they are HTML centric focusing on HTML tags, attributes and their relations. Such approach does not suit for defining visual usability guidelines as the HTML standard does not contain any tags to describe WUI visual characteristics (e.g. there is no HTML tag responsible for scrolling). Adding additional language constructs would make a XML-based language opaque and unclear as it then must support both HTML tag specific definition of guidelines and visual object specific usability guidelines.

To address the aforementioned deficiencies, in this article we explore a possibility to solve the shortcomings of XML-based languages by constructing a special domain ontology which enables to capture usability guidelines for evaluating HTML-code as well as visual aspects of WUI. Constantly changing business requirements drive a need to update and modify existing UI design and structure. Changing tested and validated UI should be done with extreme caution as even minor change of UI, or the content of a page, could lead to severe usability problems [15]. For instance, changing the color of link text, making it lighter or darker, could potentially lead to severe usability problems, e.g. due to low contrast. According to usability guidelines, the contrast ratio between the letters and the background that is immediately behind the letter should be kept above 4.5:1. Violating this guideline leads to lower usability for the target users, including people with disabilities. Thus, usability is extremely dependent on every modification of UI and, as a result, the immediate evaluation of UI conformance to usability guidelines and subsequent feedback to UI developers becomes another critical demand. That is important because finding usability problems early in the development stage makes the fix less costly than for problems that are found later.

To address the issues of automated WUI evaluation, we propose Guidelinr – a fully-functional tool for implementation-time automatic evaluation of UI conformance to category-specific usability guidelines during the WUI design and implementation stage. The main contribution of this solution is to enable immediate cost-efficient and automatic web UI evaluation and feedback for developers to ensure the UI under development conforms to set guidelines. Hence, this approach will assist developers and UI testers in finding out usability problems in an automated way in early stages of UI development; taking advantage of a usability ontology that we established to store usability domain knowledge together with custom usability
guidelines. This domain ontology addresses both HTML-centric accessibility guidelines as well as usability guidelines covering visual characteristics of WUI.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related works of the research area. Section 3 provides an architecture of the Guideliner tool, while Section 4 provides information about evaluation of Guideliner. In Section 5 we present the work in progress, and finally in Section 6 we draw conclusions.

2 Related Works

An essential part of every automated usability evaluation tool (including our solution) is a set of guidelines against which the UI is to be evaluated. Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) [2] and Section 508 Standards for Electronic and Information Technology [3] are technical standards providing guidelines that explain how to make web content more accessible to target users including people with disabilities. In fact, WCAG and Section 508 standards contain quite similar and partly overlapping accessibility guidelines. Web accessibility is an attribute through which people with disabilities can perceive, understand, navigate, and interact with the web, and, moreover, they can contribute to it [16]. Nevertheless, accessibility is only a certain subset of usability. Many other categories like home page, navigation, content organization guidelines are not covered by standards. That is the reason why many researchers aim to establish usability guidelines covering certain elements of UIs [4], [5] not addressed in standards.

Several researchers have contributed to the development of automated usability evaluation tools [17], [14], [18], [19]. Schiavone and Paterno [14] proposed Mauve – a tool for automated usability evaluation capable of evaluating WUI conformance to WCAG accessibility guidelines of all three levels from A through AAA, containing around 80 different guidelines. Mauve also provides functionality for designing custom usability guidelines in addition to existing set of predefined guidelines. Dingli [17] developed a framework called USEFul for automating usability evaluation enabling a non-expert in the field of usability to conduct usability evaluation. USEFul separates the definition of guidelines from the usability evaluation logic. Such approach allows adding, modifying and deleting of guidelines without altering the source code of the tool. The disadvantage of USEFul is the sophisticated way of adding guidelines. Gay and Li in [20] proposed an open source tool for automated usability evaluation called AChecker containing around 100 guidelines. This tool allows checking the compliance of WUI against WCAG, Section 508 and BITV (a German variant of the internationally recognized web accessibility standard WCAG 2.0) accessibility guidelines. Although AChecker provides an easy to use WUI for triggering the evaluation process, it does not allow defining custom usability guidelines.

In common, all aforementioned tools are limited to finding deviations in the HTML code, lacking the abilities to evaluate visual aspects of a web application like the presence of scrolling, layout of elements on the web page, the position of elements on the screen and the distance between them [15]. This shortcoming has mainly resulted from the selected evaluation approach – these solutions are based on parsing the HTML code and subsequent validation of HTML syntax against guidelines. However, today web applications are built not only using HTML but including stylesheets and scripting into it, and the final rendering is done in user browser. Thereby, in order to evaluate fully functional WUI, it is needed to consider CSS styles and JavaScript scripts that might alter HTML, and, after final rendering, perform visual evaluation of the WUI.

Commercial tools for automated usability evaluation, such as PowerMapper*, contain, in addition to WCAG accessibility guidelines, also some HTML-specific usability guidelines and search optimization guidelines that ensure correct indexing by search engines. Also, there exist tools that can evaluate certain visual aspects of WUI with some limitations. For instance, Google

* https://www.powermapper.com
Mobile Friendly Test service performs a sanity check of WUI checking if it is compatible with mobile devices. It only checks the WUI conformance to six very basic mobile usability guidelines including five HTML-specific guidelines such as the usage of Flash, font size, Viewport configuration (three guidelines) and one guideline checking such visual characteristic of WUI as the size of tap targets. The purpose of the service is to perform initial test and to give feedback whether WUI is compatible with mobile devices or not. Another tool called Wave also proposes additional value to WCAG guidelines by checking the contrast rate of elements. In fact, contrast guidelines are a part of WCAG, but very few accessibility tools are capable of evaluating the contrast rate of elements. Nevertheless, Wave lacks the possibility to define custom usability guidelines in this tool.

Analyzing users' behavior and reusing the knowledge with the purpose of providing more usable UI is also a promising research direction. There is a category of tools predicting the usage of the UI based on the knowledge discovery approach [21], [22]. Boza et al. presented a heuristic approach based on data mining techniques with a purpose of determining relationships between UI components and discovering possible problems [22]. Using data mining in combination with mathematical algorithms, they generated rules based on the analysis of test reports. For instance, when “the site prevents users from making mistakes” then “error messages are written in the user language”. Preliminary results indicate that the approach is viable for discovering patterns and relationships between different UI components. Commonly though, such approaches cannot guarantee high accuracy of evaluation results, because they tend to have misleading results resulting from the features of algorithms used [23].

An essential output of each evaluation tool is a report providing feedback about UI compliance to predefined usability guidelines. There are multiple types of research analyzing the structure of reports containing usability defects, with the purpose of improving the existing format [24], [25], [26]. Yusop et al. surveyed practitioners in industrial software organizations and in open source communities about their usability defect reporting practices [24]. Their research showed that usability reports should contain at least the following information: title/summary, steps to reproduce, observed result and expected result. In the context of our research, it is important to provide a clear description of usability problems that were found, and to include expected and actual results.

In terms of our previous research in the field of UI usability, we have formulated the problem of assessing application UI conformance against usability guidelines and have designed a framework that could be used to solve the addressed problem [15]. This framework enables the tackling of a large set of usability issues during UI development and saves costs and resources in later system development phases, especially in testing. In [27] we outlined the problem of design-time usability evaluation and presented proof of a solution concept that provide that it is feasible to evaluate usability automatically during the design phase of UI development. The value of the current study with respect to the previous achievements is that we propose a fully functional tool called Guideliner for implementation-time usability evaluation of web UI. Our purpose is to provide an overview of all developed components, emphasizing technical implementation details and also to perform the testing of Guideliner based on different web applications.

3 Guideliner – Tool for Automated Usability Evaluation

In order to tackle the problems of implementation-time usability evaluation, this section delivers a system (called Guideliner) that addresses the problem and enables automated evaluation of WUI conformance to usability guidelines (HTML-centric as well as visual usability guidelines) already to be accomplished during the implementation phase of WUI development. Also,
Guideliner makes it possible to perform usability pre-release testing verifying that all developed features are compliant with usability guidelines. In general, the proposed system increases the overall quality of web UI as it performs the evaluation of HTML-specific usability guidelines as well as guidelines addressing the visual characteristics of web UI. The applicability of the Guideliner does not stick to any particular web UI development process (e.g. agile or waterfall); but rather it is a universal tool challenging the problem of immediate usability evaluation, especially during web UI development and implementation phases.

3.1 Guideliner Overview

Guideliner is based on Selenium Web Driver* – a tool that provides API for automated functional WUI testing, and that verifies that WUI behaves in the way expected. Guideliner takes advantage of the Selenium Web Driver, which provides a full-stack of instruments and operations needed for automated testing of user interfaces, and uses it as a mechanism to automate the evaluation process of visual usability aspects against usability guidelines. In principle, this provides Guideliner with the capability to evaluate WUIs against usability guidelines on various platforms, including desktop browsers, e.g. Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Internet Explorer and others; and different mobile platforms such as Android and iOS with their browser versions.

Architecturally, Guideliner is divided into four self-sufficient software modules based on the aspect of functionality they cover (see Figure 1 for more details). Such an approach can be called a separation of concerns [28] and is widely used in the software development industry when one component has a very limited and narrow scope of functionality that it is responsible for. That approach allows development and testing of each component in isolation from the rest of the system, eliminating failures caused by unintentional side effects.

![Guideliner Architecture Diagram](https://www.seleniumhq.org/projects/webdriver/)

**Figure 1.** High-level architecture of Guideliner

A core element of Guideliner is an Ontology Repository containing descriptions of usability guidelines that can be machine-processed on a particular WUI. Such an approach simplifies sharing of metrics and concepts between various guidelines and between different groups. The Ontology Processing Engine is a mediator component responsible for errorless communication.

* [https://www.seleniumhq.org/projects/webdriver/](https://www.seleniumhq.org/projects/webdriver/)
between the ontology repository and the user interface evaluation component. The UI evaluation component assesses UI conformance to usability guidelines containing a reporting component responsible for generating a usability evaluation report. A client side web application contains easy to use UI for managing guidelines and triggering the evaluation process.

Initially, a usability guideline is described by means of ontology. Then, the *Ontology Processing Engine* transforms the guideline to the format understandable to the *UI Evaluation Component*. Afterwards, the process of automatic evaluation is triggered, checking whether the UI is accessible from the browser and whether there is a predefined set of guidelines to be processed. Then, the evaluation of the UI is performed according to the set of guidelines. Finally, a report is provided to the developer, containing the conformance of UI to the usability guidelines.

The proposed solution supports HTML 4 and 5, CSS 3 (providing backward compatibility with previous versions) and JavaScript based user interfaces. It does not require additional adaptation for web user interfaces, allowing evaluation of any web UI without any extra configurations.

Below a brief overview of each component is presented:

- **Ontology Repository** is usability ontology consisting of descriptions of usability guidelines that are machine-processable. *Ontology Repository* is responsible for saving and modifying specified guidelines into categories such as desktop or mobile platform usability guidelines. Guidelines include various aspects and parts of UIs such as information organization guidelines, link visual consistence guidelines, text appearance guidelines and form guidelines.

- **Ontology Processing Engine** is an intermediary component responsible for reliable data transfer between *Ontology Repository* and *UI Evaluation Component*. *Ontology Processing Engine* uses the ontology as an input and returns transformed data into the format specific to *UI Evaluation Component*.

- **UI Evaluation Component** assesses web UI conformance to predefined usability guidelines. Also, it contains a reporting component used for generating usability evaluation reports based on the web UI usability evaluation results. The component contains the main evaluation logic including opening the browser with the web UI being evaluated and comparing the conditions set in usability guidelines with actual results extracted from web UI.

- **The Client-Side Web Application** is an easy-to-use UI for managing usability guidelines and triggering the evaluation process. Also, it presents comprehensive evaluation results containing detailed descriptions of passed and failed guidelines.

### 3.2 Ontology Repository

Ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a conceptualization [29]. Ontology is a prominent component of an intelligent system. It enables storing and capturing domain knowledge in a human-understandable, and, at the same time, machine-processable way. In general, ontology contains entities, attributes, relations and axioms, allowing formal presentation of knowledge as concepts within a domain, and the relations between these concepts.

Ontology can be described in many languages, e.g. Ontolingu, Loom, and Semantic Web languages, such as OIL, DAML+OIL, W3C Web Ontology Language (OWL) and RDF Schema. This paper is concentrating on OWL – a standard language for ontology description recommended by the W3C. OWL is a Semantic Web language designed to represent rich and complex knowledge about things, groups of things, and relations between things. OWL was selected as it is the most widely used language for creating ontologies [30]. OWL enables capturing knowledge by representing the concepts and relations between them. Primary components of OWL ontologies are classes (sets consisting of individuals), properties (relationships that link two individuals together) and individuals (also called instances). The
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most frequently applied relations between ontology concepts are the is-a relation, that defines the hierarchy between class and sub-class, and the part-of relation, defining the relationships of an entity and its components. The formal semantics of OWL allow inferring of classification taxonomies and thus help to identify inconsistencies in the established ontology at any time. Thus, OWL is progressive language that is used in developing intelligent systems, and also coincides with the aim of current work. We used Web Ontology Language (OWL) as a knowledge representation language; and open source feature rich Protégé ontology editor 5.1* for creating the ontology.

The idea of integrating WUI usability guidelines into ontology is not new. Xiong et al in [31] presented an ontology-based approach for organizing and generalizing usability guidelines. They point out that the main drawback of their approach is the necessity for additional mappings. Also, the ontology they proposed contained only HTML-specific domain knowledge; e.g., concepts for defining HTML tags, attributes and relations between them. The authors point out that, with their approach, it is impossible to define usability guidelines for describing background color or contrast between elements on the page.

Our ontology [32] defines only those usability guidelines that can be automatically evaluated. The ontology contains WCAG and Section 508 guidelines including guidelines involved with people with disabilities as well as common usability guidelines. Presently the ontology is used only for storing usability domain knowledge. It does not perform any kind of evaluations of UI conformance to the guidelines; however, based on available descriptions this could be achieved.

Established usability ontology contains main concepts defined as primitive classes (they have only necessary conditions defined) including Guideline, GuidelineElement, ElementAttribute, PageAttribute and ValuePartition (a special class used to refine guideline descriptions through a pre-defined set of value concepts). Figure 2 outlines class hierarchy of defined usability ontology and some descendant classes.

**Figure 2.** Class Hierarchy of defined usability ontology and some descendant classes: excerpt from the Protégé ontology editor

The purpose of ontology main concepts is described below in more details:

- **Guideline** – all guidelines are described as subclasses of the general Guideline class. Guideline class can hold both primitive and defined classes. Defined classes are used to infer new subclasses (e.g. guideline classes concerned with links) via reasoning based on the knowledge already available in the ontology.

* Protégé, http://protege.stanford.edu/
• **GuidelineElement** – descriptions of elements a guideline may be applied to. *GuidelineElement* class holds various WUI elements (e.g. link, button, text input) that could be defined as an element being evaluated.
• **ElementAttribute** – defines attributes of WUI elements. *ElementAttribute* class can hold both visual characteristics (e.g. distance, alignment) of WUI elements as well as HTML-centric attributes (e.g. alternative text, title).
• **PageAttribute** – defines attributes applicable to the page as a whole such as page layout and load time.
• **ValuePartition** – used to refine the guideline descriptions. For instance, describing the importance and strength of evidence of a particular guideline.

Before we continue with usability ontology, let us have a look on how the guidelines are presented. Generally, usability guidelines are presented in a text format. Table 1 demonstrates usability guideline presented by Google Mobile research group*: All buttons should be at least 48 CSS pixels wide. The example guideline presentation contains the following items: brief name of the guideline, detailed description of the guideline (including the detailed explanation of the logic behind the guideline), type of guideline (visual usability guideline or the HTML-centric guideline), evaluation conditions (how the guideline should be evaluated), platform (mobile or desktop) and source (reference to the standards). The presented guideline is suitable for automated usability evaluation as it contains concrete evaluation condition that the width of the link for mobile device should not exceed 48 pixels.

### Table 1. Example guideline on link width targeting mobile platforms presented in a text format with evaluation conditions suitable for automated usability evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guideline:</th>
<th>Every link on WUI should be at least 48 CSS pixel wide.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The average size of finger pad is approximately 10 millimeters for adults. The minimal recommended size of tap target is about seven millimeters that are roughly equal to 48 CSS pixels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of guideline:</td>
<td>Visual guideline. The width of links can be calculated only on the finally rendered WUI; it is not possible to calculate the width of links accurately parsing the source code of the page (as the width can be affected by JavaScript scripts and various CSS styles).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation conditions:</td>
<td>The width of every link in pixels on the page should be calculated and checked that it is more or equal to 48 pixels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform:</td>
<td>Mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source:</td>
<td>Google HCI, Android HCI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let us define guidelines presented in the text format using introduced usability ontology. Usability guidelines are defined in the ontology as subclasses of class *Guideline*. Figure 3 shows an example of a guideline concept description in the Protégé ontology editor, defining mobile usability guideline 28-**ButtonShouldBeWideEnough**.

In order to define a new usability guideline in ontology, a new subclass is added as a subclass *UsabilityGuideline*, and a naming convention shown by Figure 4 must be applied. The name of the class starts with a unique identifier (this is needed to distinguish between usability guidelines), followed by the code of the category (determines what is the category of usability guideline), finally, the short name of the guideline is added. The class is made to be disjointed from other subclasses of the class *UsabilityGuideline*, so the instance of one subclass of *UsabilityGuideline* class cannot be the instance of another subclass (as each usability guideline is unique). As shown in Figure 3, class 28-**ButtonShouldBeWideEnough** contains the object property hasGuidelineElement which defines the element being evaluated. The statement hasGuidelineElement only Button shows that the defined guideline evaluates only labels; the

* [https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/SizeTapTargets Appropriately](https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/SizeTapTargets Appropriately)
statement hasDeviceType only Mobile outlines that the guideline is applicable only to mobile devices.

Figure 3. Example of a usability guideline concept definition for the guideline “Buttons should be wide enough” (screenshot from the Protégé ontology editor)

Figure 4. Naming convention applied while describing classes of usability guidelines in the ontology

Additional information about the guidelines is provided as Class Annotations where the guideline’s general description is added as the ‘guideline’ annotation, the annotation ‘comment’ provides further details; and ‘reference’ provides URL for the particular guideline (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Example of guideline annotation with human-readable comments (screenshot from the Protégé ontology editor)

3.3 UI Evaluation Component

The ontology described in Section 3.2 is used as an input for Ontology Processing Component. Before evaluating UI, we should transform usability guidelines (individuals) defined in ontology by means of OWL Web ontology language (in XML format) to a format that is understandable by the UI evaluation engine. The transformation is required because processing guidelines in native OWL format is not trivial due to the complicated API of OWL language. OWL API [33]
The library has been used for serializing usability ontology into appropriate Java classes. The library is aligned with OWL 2 structural specification providing interfaces for parsing, rendering the ontology and manipulation of ontological structures. We used JFact for reasoning over the domain – a Java port of FaCT++ reasoner [34] having full compatibility with the OWL API library.

**UI Evaluation Component** uses **Ontology Processing Engine** for retrieving usability guidelines from **Ontology Repository**. Afterwards, it identifies the element of WUI (and its corresponding characteristics) that should be evaluated (see Figure 6). Then, it calls evaluation adapter (adapters are responsible for performing the evaluation of certain WUI components; one such, **LinkAdapter**, is responsible for evaluation of link specific characteristics) providing the characteristics of the element as a parameter of the adapter (e.g. contrast \( \geq 4.5 \)). The corresponding adapter retrieves the actual values of the WUI element characteristic being evaluated using Selenium WebDriver and asserts whether the retrieved values are corresponding to the value defined in the usability guideline. An illustrative example could be that if the length of the *Link* text is evaluated then the **LinkAdapter** asks Selenium WebDriver to find all *Links* and calculate the length of *Link* text. Afterwards, **LinkAdapter** checks if the values returned by Selenium WebDriver correspond to the value defined in the usability guideline. If the link text of all *Links* corresponds to the length of the text in the usability guideline then the success response is generated; otherwise a failure response is generated.

Thereby, the core mechanism of processing the Web User Interface is Selenium WebDriver API. Selenium is used for automation of UI tests providing a simple and concise programming interface. Selenium has full support for most programming languages (Java, C#, Python, JavaScript, etc.), being compatible with most popular browsers (Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, etc.). Selenium WebDriver provides rich API commands and operations containing interfaces for fetching a page, locating UI elements on the screen, filling in forms and many other operations.

![Figure 6. Process of Evaluation WUI conformance to usability guideline](#)

### 3.4 Client Side Web Applications

Client side web application contains easy to use UI for managing guidelines and triggering the evaluation process. The potential users of the proposed solution are technical personnel (including developers and quality assurance specialists) and business users (including analysts and product owners). The primary deliverable for UI developers is a library providing the API for evaluating UI conformance to the guidelines on local or remote machine. Business users do
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* http://www.seleniumhq.org/projects/webdriver
not commonly have a required technical background to run UI tests from the code. That is why a web application has been designed containing visual functionality for managing guidelines and triggering the evaluation process.

At first, a set of guidelines to be evaluated should be selected. After selecting the category of usability guidelines to be evaluated, the URL of the web application to be evaluated must be specified. After this, the evaluation process can be initiated.

Once the evaluation process has been finished, the report containing usability evaluation results is shown (Figure 7). Violated guidelines are highlighted in red color; passed guidelines – in green color. The progress bar on the top of the screen shows the ratio of failed and passed tests. Evaluation results provide full information of evaluated guidelines including name, code and description.

![Screenshot of the view containing usability evaluation results](image)

**Figure 7.** Screenshot of the view containing usability evaluation results

By clicking the link *Open Failure Report* a dialogue opens containing a screenshot, text and the type (e.g. link, button) of the element violating the guideline (see Figure 8). Also, it contains a human readable explanation of the reasons for the failure's value. Such a screenshot is provided whenever possible – for guidelines checking the consistency and validity of HTML code, in common, no screenshot images are presented; whereas for guidelines evaluating the visual characteristics of WUI a screenshot of the failed element is always presented making it easier to understand the reasons for evaluation failure.
The Client-Side Web Application is a single-page web application that has been built based on Angular 4 JavaScript framework* using Bootstrap† stylesheets containing an extensive list of components for designing client web applications. Alternatively, any other front end JavaScript framework might be selected, such as ReactJS‡. In fact, ReactJS and Angular are the most widely used JavaScript frameworks§, both technologies being powerful and flexible. As there are are no obvious advantages in either technology, we decided in favor of Angular because of the extensive experience and better expertise in Angular web application development.

Instead of using pure JavaScript, we used TypeScript** – a typed language that compiles into JavaScript. It is a common approach to write web applications using Typescript, as the Angular framework itself is written in TypeScript, meaning that there are no any limitations to using Typescript instead of pure JavaScript.

4 Evaluation of Guideliner

Software verification is an important part of software engineering, which is responsible for guaranteeing safe and reliable performance of the software systems that the economy or society relies upon [35]. From the perspective of Guideliner, the software verification process should prove that Guideliner is capable of evaluating different types of applications (e.g. entertainment portals, public sector portals, etc.) effectively, regardless of the technology used on UI. Despite the fact that Guideliner supports HTML/CSS/JavaScript based WUI, the frameworks used for WUI development and the methods used for composing and formalizing the structure of WUI HTML/JavaScript/CSS code can, potentially, affect the accuracy of the evaluation process. There are two types of software verification in common use: dynamic (experimentation) and static verification. The latter covers static verification methods such as following code conventions, patterns and software metrics. Dynamic code verification, in its turn, is performed during the software runtime, verifying that the software behaves in an expected way.

The current article concentrates on dynamic verification with the purpose of finding deviations in Guideliner's behavior when conformance to usability guidelines for different WUIs is evaluated. Different types of deviations can be detected such as slow response time, errors occurring during evaluation, or missing response fields (e.g. missing status of evaluation, missing error description or missing name of an element that violates the guideline).

---

* Angular Framework, https://angular.io/
† Bootstrap CSS, https://getbootstrap.com/
‡ React, https://reactjs.org/
** Typescript, https://www.typescriptlang.org/docs/home.html
To perform dynamic verification of Guideliner, 14 different web applications of Estonian public service organizations and USA portals from different areas; such as medicine, real estate, environment and news were used. Estonian public sector portals were selected, as target users of such portals are all inhabitants of Estonia, having different experiences in using various web user interfaces and various devices to access the applications. Thus, all selected web applications had to satisfy general usability guidelines applicable for most web applications. In addition to public sector web applications, Estonia and USA news portals were selected, providing information services for wider audiences. The following web applications and portals were selected for evaluation:

- Republic of Estonia Road Admission Portal* having the same design template as all other ministry web pages of the Republic of Estonia,
- E-government Portal† providing e-services for all inhabitants in Estonia,
- Government Real Estate Portal‡ providing real estate services,
- Government info system management portal§ containing repositories for public e-government services,
- Estonian Research Information System** providing information about Estonian research activities,
- Republic of Estonia Information System Authority††,
- Public healthcare institutions each having absolutely individual design themes: East-Tallinn Central Hospital‡‡ web site and Rakvere hospital web site§§,
- Estonian News Portal Delfi***,
- Estonian News Portal Postimees†††,
- Estonian Business News Portal Aripaev‡‡‡,
- National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) web page§§§,
- CNN news portal****,
- BBC news portal††††.

All web applications under study have different WUI design, target users and categories. All of the aforementioned applications are based on HTML, JavaScript and CSS technologies and, thus, can be evaluated by Guideliner.

To prove the viability of the Guideliner approach, a set of 98 predefined usability guidelines was used that covers most elements of WUI including Links, Tags and Text Appearance (see Table 2 for more details). The set of guidelines contains 55 accessibility guidelines, 23 common usability guidelines suitable for desktop and mobile devices and 20 usability guidelines suitable only for mobile devices. The conformance of WUIs to usability has been automatically performed on Chrome version 65.0.3325.181. All 98 selected usability guidelines were defined using usability ontology presented in Section 3.2.

In order to conduct an experiment, a special Java program has been created that uses Guideliner REST API for initiating the evaluation process (URL of web application under study was used as a request parameter) and for storing Guideliner evaluation responses to database for further processing. The stored data contains the evaluated guidelines, evaluation result status,

---

* https://www.mnt.ee/eng
† https://www.eesti.ee/en/
‡ http://www.rkas.ee/en
§ https://riha.eesti.ee/riha/main
** https://www.etis.ee/?lang=ENG
†† https://www.ria.ee/en/
‡‡ http://www.itk.ee/en
§§ http://www.rh.ee/
*** http://www.delfi.ee/
††† https://www.postimees.ee/
‡‡‡ http://www.aripaev.ee/
§§§ https://www.nasa.gov/
†††† https://www.bbc.co.uk/
WUI URL and data of WUI elements that violated the guidelines, including the violation reason and the text of the element.

Table 2. Categories of usability guidelines for the established usability ontology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Mobile</th>
<th>Common</th>
<th>Accessibility</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organization of information and content</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag attributes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen-based controls</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tags</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Button</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Appearance</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checkbox</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Button</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Appearance</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphics, images and multimedia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrolling</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Password input</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textarea</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 presents the results of the evaluation, pointing out the number of guidelines violated by each web application. The experiment's results show that the accessibility guidelines were most commonly violated by WUIs under study.

The most frequently occurred violations were documented during the testing for each web application. The guideline stating that *The width of the link should be at least 48 pixels for mobile devices presented* was violated by every WUI under study. Another usability guideline that was violated by all WUIs under study was *The distance between links should be at least 30 pixels for mobile devices*. The most violated common usability guidelines were the guidelines checking the contrast ratio of the elements of WUI.

The common problem of most WUIs under study is small size and the wrong contrast ratio of clickable elements (links, buttons). Such violations complicate text reading and navigation between web pages for people, including those with color blindness or other visual impairments. Really, that should be avoided, especially on governmental web applications. In particular, the small size of clickable elements and the insufficient distance between elements was detected on a mobile platform. In fact, these guidelines are even more critical on the mobile platform as small or closely located clickable elements are more complex for users to tap accurately on a touchscreen than with a common mouse. The common rule for the size of links and buttons is based on the research done by Google\(^*\) – the most critical links and buttons should be at least 48 CSS pixels wide and there should not be any other tap targets within 7 mm either horizontally or vertically. These guidelines were violated by every WUI under study on a mobile platform.

\(^*\) [https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/SizeTapTargetsAppropriately](https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/SizeTapTargetsAppropriately)
Table 3. Results of usability evaluation executed on various WUIs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web Application</th>
<th>Mobile Usability</th>
<th>Common Usability</th>
<th>Accessibility</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.ria.ee/en/">https://www.ria.ee/en/</a></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.postimees.ee/">https://www.postimees.ee/</a></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.nasa.gov/">https://www.nasa.gov/</a></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.mnt.ee/eng">https://www.mnt.ee/eng</a></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.etis.ee/?lang=ENG">https://www.etis.ee/?lang=ENG</a></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.eesti.ee/eng">https://www.eesti.ee/eng</a></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.aripaev.ee/">https://www.aripaev.ee/</a></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://riha.eesti.ee/riha/main">https://riha.eesti.ee/riha/main</a></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.rkas.ee/en">http://www.rkas.ee/en</a></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.rh.ee/">http://www.rh.ee/</a></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.itk.ee/en">http://www.itk.ee/en</a></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.delfi.ee/">http://www.delfi.ee/</a></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.bbc.com/">http://www.bbc.com/</a></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The evaluation of Guideliner proved that the taken approach with usability ontology is feasible and provides enough functionality for describing different types of usability guidelines including mobile, common and accessibility guidelines for WUI evaluation. The UI Evaluation Component that used guidelines defined in ontology to perform the evaluation was able to handle and process guidelines described in the ontology, and no run-time errors occurred. The component successfully carried out the evaluation of different aspects of WUI such as layout and element positioning, contrast rate, HTML-validity and so forth. Overall, there were no exceptions thrown up during the evaluation of Guideliner. All evaluation responses were properly structured containing relevant information about violations detected in the code, such as the description and the text of the element.

5 Work in Progress

The Estonian Information Systems Authority* (RIA), responsible for development of governmental portals in Estonia, showed a great interest into Guideliner and thus it was introduced to their development process with the purpose to integrate Guideliner to evaluate the usability of Estonian eGovernment components. RIA coordinates the development and administration of Estonian State Portal†.

For the first phase of the integration, we studied the Estonian State Portal (ESP) – eesti.ee, which is the primary gateway to public information and services in Estonia. It is a secure Internet environment that the residents of Estonia use to access the state’s information, services and portals. The main reason why Estonian State Portal was selected for our research is because it is the most popular public governmental portal with more than 40 Million visits during the year 2016 as stated in [36]. The UI of ESP is based on HTML, CSS and JavaScript technologies.

The main motivation for integrating automated usability and accessibility evaluation into the RIA development process is to check automatically the compliance of the portal UI to WCAG standards. The conformance to WCAG became an even more critical requirement after the directive, on making websites and mobile apps of public sector bodies more accessible, was

† Estonian State Portal, https://www.eesti.ee/eng
introduced on 26 October 2016 (Directive (EU) 2016/2102 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 October 2016 on the accessibility of the websites and mobile applications of public sector [37]). The main purpose of this directive is to encourage all governmental applications to be more accessible by people with disabilities, by increasing the importance of following WCAG standard guidelines.

Despite the fact that there are multiple existing solutions for checking conformance to the WCAG standard (e.g. AChecker [15] and Mauve [14]), there are no solutions that could be integrated into the RIA development process that entirely suit their development model. For instance, both AChecker and Mauve are distributed as standalone web applications requiring a separate server with special configurations (AChecker requires Apache server with preinstalled PHP environment), where they could be deployed. Such an approach does not comply with the RIA development process requiring that tools for automated usability evaluation could be built and run as a part of development process and executed every time developers commit changes to the source code of applications. Guideliner addresses the disadvantages of existing solutions by supporting integration into web UI development process, enabling implementation-time usability evaluation.

Figure 9 demonstrates the view of the ESP home page containing the most popular sections of the web application. The UI is designed using a responsive web design approach and adapts to the size of the screen it is viewed on. This means that the positions of elements, their size and design, vary across devices ensuring high usability for every device.

In cooperation with RIA quality assurance team and designers, we concluded that integration of the framework for the evaluation of UI compliance to usability guidelines (especially WCAG guidelines) is beneficial for the RIA. Based on the feedback provided, we extended designed ontology by dividing all guidelines into subgroups like WCAG and Section 508 guidelines. Such an approach allows the evaluation of UI conformance only to the selected group of guidelines, not to all of them.

6 Conclusions

Automated usability evaluation is an emerging trend to optimize labour-intensive and time-consuming process of manual usability evaluation. It is achieved through the use of tools capable of automatically evaluating WUI against the conformance to usability guidelines.

In order to tackle the problem of design-time usability evaluation, we deliver a system called Guideliner that enables automated evaluation of conformance to usability guidelines (both
HTML-centric and visual usability guidelines) during design phase of WUI development. Also, Guideliner provides possibility to perform usability pre-release testing verifying that all developed features are compliant with usability guidelines. In general, Guideliner increases the overall quality of developed WUIs as it performs the evaluation of both HTML-specific and visual usability guidelines. Even further, the applicability of Guideliner does not stick to any particular WUI development process (e.g., agile or waterfall) but rather it is a universal tool challenging a problem of immediate usability evaluation.

A major contribution of this work is the domain ontology for storing usability knowledge. The ontology design allows to define custom usability guidelines as necessary, and thus extend Guideliner also for specific use cases. The usability ontology is proposed as a solution to overcome the limitations of existing approaches suffering from inability to define visual usability guidelines; and presents an alternative method to define usability guidelines in a machine-processable form, yet in a human-understandable way.

In summary, our tool Guideliner is capable of evaluating HTML and JavaScript based web user interfaces without additional configurations and check their compliance to the WCAG and Section 508 standards, as well as to best practices and recommendations for UI design introduced in scientific publications and various usability researches. Presently it supports 98 essential usability guidelines, and we continue adding new ones.
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